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In spectroscopic parlance, a linear triatomic molecule is one whose potential energy minimum occurs at a linear
geometry. We have recently discusseda how any linear triatomic molecule will be observed as being bent on ro-vibronic
average in any ro-vibronic state.
To provide further support for this idea we make here an ab initio calculation of the bending distribution functions
for low lying vibrational states of the CO2 molecule (which is well known to be linear in the sense mentioned above) in
its ground electronic state. These functions have their maximum values at a non-linear geometry, and the value zero at
linearity, despite the fact that the potential surface has its minimum value at linearity. They are in accord with experimental
distribution functions inferred by analysis of Coulomb Explosion Imaging experiments.b Thus in a femto-second ‘snapshot’
of a room temperature ensemble of gas phase rotating-vibrating CO2 molecules, none would be linear. The same can be
said for any triatomic molecule or, for that matter, for any chain molecule with a linear equilibrium structure.
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